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 IAR Embedded Workbench enables you to efficiently develop all types of embedded applications for a wide variety of
processors. It combines the high performance of the IAR C/C++ Compiler™  with the ease of use of the Embedded

Workbench environment. It provides a multi-processor environment. It enables you to debug and program using a single IDE
with a variety of debug target peripherals. IAR Embedded Workbench supports a broad range of processor architectures. For
the Cortex-M series of microprocessors, IAR Embedded Workbench supports the Cortex-M0, M0+, M3, M3+, M4, and M4F

processors. This product is the first C/C++ development tool for the ARM Cortex-M family of microprocessors. IAR
Embedded Workbench supports the following aspects of the embedded development process: \[IT:c1\] Integrated development
environment. \[IT:c2\] Code generation. \[IT:c3\] Integrated debugging. \[IT:c4\] Integrated software modeling. IAR Embedded

Workbench supports the microcontroller I/O peripherals for the Cortex-M series of processors. The IAR Embedded
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Workbench software environment allows you to develop applications in a single IDE with a comprehensive set of debug
peripherals. The use of the IAR Embedded Workbench environment enables you to perform the following functions: \[IT:d1\]\ \
**Development Tools**: It provides the following development tools: \[IT:d2\]\ **Editor:** The editor provides a simple and
convenient development environment for editing source code. \[IT:d3\]\ **Generator:** The generator compiles C/C++ source
code and outputs the binary code that is suitable for the microcontroller. \[IT:d4\]\ **Analyzer:** The analyzer can perform the
following functions: \[IT:d5\]\ **Reference Checking:** The reference checking tool can check the C/C++ code for any errors.

\[IT:d6\]\ **C/C++ code optimization:** The optimization tool can perform the 82157476af
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